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WHEAT
The wheat exchanges traded mixed and opposite of each other for 
most of the week.  Spread trading dominated the wheat exchanges 
as traders were concentrating on unwinding long MW/short winter 
wheat spreads.  Spring wheat harvest is nearing completion in the 
US but is just starting to get rolling in Canada.  Early yield results 
have the crop at average to a little better than average.  

The biggest concern in spring wheat: what will USDA do in their Sept 
Crop Production report on Tuesday?  Spring wheat abandonment 
might not be as large as producers expect as USDA might look at 
working into spring wheat production number backwards, seeing 
what production is and then figuring out yield and acres off the final 
production number.  Early estimates have all wheat stocks dropping 
19 MB to 914 MB.  

Tuesday’s session saw a continuation of last week’s unwinding of 
spreads as MW slipped lower while the winter wheat contracts pushed 
higher.  Harvest pressure kept MW on the defense as harvest progress 
was expected to be near complete due to the open weekend.  Late 
harvest yields have also been coming in much better than expected, 
which also added pressure to the MW exchange.  The winter wheat 
exchanges had support from Australia lower estimate for their wheat 
crop, now at 20 MMT vs USDA’s estimate of 23.5 MMT.

All of the wheat exchanges pushed higher Wednesday with technical 
buying the main supporting factor.  All of the wheat exchanges are 
oversold and in need of a correction.  Also, winter wheat producers 
have no incentive to plant wheat with Chicago and KC trading at 
contract lows.  Stats Canada’s July wheat stocks was estimated at 
6.87 MMT vs early estimates of 6 MMT and 5.8 MMT last year, a 

32.6% increase over last year, which was negative.  A majority of 
the wheat stocks was durum, which came in at 1.86 MMT, 69.4% 
above last year.  

Wheat closed out the week mixed with MW higher and the winter 
wheat contracts lower.  MW continues to see technical support while 
the start of the winter wheat planting season has the winter wheat 
exchanges under pressure.  The lack of exports add pressure to the 
winter wheat contracts as the ports of TX remain closed, which is 
also the main shipping ports for wheat.  

Dec MW support is at $6.15 and resistance is at $7.50.

Last week’s wheat export shipments pace was estimated at 9.3 MB 
and sales were at 13.8 MB.  After 13 weeks, wheat shipments are at 
29% while sales are at 47% of USDA’s expectations.  With 39 weeks 
left in wheat’s export marketing year, shipments need to average 17.8 
MB and sales need to average 13.3 MB to make USDA’s projection 
of 975 MB.

As of September 3, spring wheat harvest progress was estimated 
at 89% complete vs 76% last week and 78% average.  ND’s durum 
harvest progress was estimated at 74% vs 38% last week and 55% 
average.  ND’s durum crop condition rating improved 8% to 18% 
g/e, 45% fair, and 37% p/vp.

For the week, Dec MW was at $6.4675 up 15 cents, Dec Chicago 
was at $4.3775 down 1 cent, and Dec KC was at $4.415 up 1.75 cents.



CORN
Corn started the shortened week on Tuesday by finishing a few 
cents higher on spillover strength from the soybean market.  
Corn was also helped by worries that forecasts for cool weather 
will hinder maturity for a crop that is now only 12% mature 
(vs.18% for the 5-year average).  Export shipments were 
towards the high end of trade expectations.  Nationwide corn 
crop conditions dropped 1% in the g/e category (which was 
expected), with ND dropping 2% and SD dropping 4%.  In 
other news, Mexico purchased 143,650 MT of US corn today.

In Wednesday’s session, corn again finished a couple of cents 
higher, following soybean’s lead.  USDA reported that Mexico 
bought corn for the second day in a row, buying another 
253,300 MT.  Yesterday’s crop progress report showed corn 
maturity continues to lag behind the average, especially in 
IL, MN, and ND.

On Thursday, corn closed lower today on weather forecasts 
for warmer weather and little chance of frost in the next 
two weeks.  The weekly ethanol report showed an increase 
in production of 18,000 barrels per day for a weekly total of 
1.06 million barrels per day, while stocks decreased 8 million 
gallons to 887 million gallons.  Ahead of Tuesday’s report, 
the average trade guess for the corn yield is 167.9 vs. USDA’s 
169.5 from August.  Vietnam, one of the top importers of US 
DDGs, is expected to start allowing imports of US DDGs 
again after suspending them in Dec. 

USDA will release their Sept Crop Production estimate 
Tuesday.  The average trade estimate is once again calling for 
a lowering of corn’s yield.  This stung the market in August 
as the average trade estimate was looking for a large decline 
in yield, which did not transpire.  It is unlikely USDA will 
reduce corn’s yield in this report due to how much the crop 
has improved over the past month.  It would not be a surprise 
if USDA did increase demand which results in lower ending 

stocks.  It seems more likely USDA will make yield adjustments 
in their Oct report, when actual field survey’s will be used.

Dec corn support is at $3.44 and resistance is at $3.75.

Last week’s corn export shipments pace was estimated at 31.4 
MB and sales were at a negative 14.1 MB for old crop while new 
crop sales are at 58.3 MB.  After 52 weeks, corn shipments are 
at 101% of USDA’s expectations while sales are at 99.8%.  With 
zero weeks left in corns marketing year, shipments were 15.2 
MB over USDA’s estimate while sales will fall 4.4 MB short of 
the 2.225 BB expected.     

As of September 3, corn in dough stage is estimated at 92% vs 
86% last week and 94% average.  Dent is estimated at 60% vs 
44% last week and 68% average.  Mature was estimated at 12% 
vs 6% last week and 18% average.  Corn’s crop condition rating 
was down 1% at 61% g/e, 26% fair, and 13% p/vp.

For the week, Dec corn was at $3.5675 up 1.5 cents. 
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SOYBEAN
Soybeans began the short week by finishing sharply higher 
on frost concerns, the uncovering of buy stops, and a lower 
US dollar.  Soybeans were also helped by an announcement 
of a sale of 136,000 MT to China.  Soybean export shipments 
were right in line with trade expectations.  Nationwide g/e 
crop condition ratings for soybeans were unchanged (which 
was expected), while ND was down 4% and SD was down 1%.

In Wednesday’s session, soybeans were 6-9 cents higher at 
midday, but then ended up closing just a couple cents higher 
on a quiet day with little fresh news.  The 6-10 and 8-14-day 
forecasts continue to show dry weather, which would be 
detrimental to pod size.

It looks like Hurricane Irma will track through the southeastern 
part of the county and the Midwest will not benefit from any 
storm related rains.  USDA’s ag attaché in China estimates 
China’s imports of US soybeans for new crop will remain 
unchanged at 35 MMT.

On Thursday, soybeans spent most of the session higher, 
but finished a couple of cents lower on uncertainty of where 
the rains from Hurricane Irma will fall.  Ahead of Tuesday’s 
report, the trade is estimating the soybean yield will be 48.7 
vs. USDA’s 49.4 from August.  1.795 MMT of soybeans were 
exported in July, up 71% from last year.  In world news, 
Argentinian officials are confident they will regain access to 
the EU’s biodiesel markets by the end of Sept. after four years 
of anti-dumping duties placed by the EU (before these duties 
were placed, Argentina had been the EU’s main supplier of 
biodiesel).

Nov soybeans support is at $9.20 and there is strong resistance 
at $9.71, which is the level the market is currently flirting with.

Last week’s soybean export shipments pace was estimated at 

23.7 MB and old crop sales were estimated at a negative 13.5 
MB and new crop sales were at 55.96 MB.  After 52 weeks, 
soybean shipments are at 98.6% of USDA’s expectations and 
sales were at 103%.  With zero weeks left in soybeans marketing 
year, shipments were short 29.3 MB to meet USDA’s estimate 
of 2.150 BB while sales were 72.1 MB over expectations.  New 
crop 2017 exports sales pace is already at 25% of expectations.

As of September 3, soybeans setting pods was estimated at 
97% vs 93% last week and 96% average.  Dropping leaves was 
estimated at 11% vs 6% last week and 12% average.  Soybeans 
crop condition rating was unchanged at 61% g/e, 28% fair, 
and 11% p/vp.

For the week, Nov soybeans were at $9.62 up 12.5 cents.
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CATTLE
Cattle traded mixed for the week, starting weaker but then pushing 
higher to end with small gains.  Cattle traded all over the board 
Tuesday, but still closed on the lower side.  Early pressure came from 
last week’s disappointing cash trade, as most of the business was 
completed at $104 to $105.  By midsession the cattle had managed 
to rally and trade with modest gains with support came from a 
stronger boxed beef market.  The gains were short lived as cattle 
returned into negative territory late in the session.  Commercial 
buying stepped in to help support cattle the rest of the week.  

Even with a disappoint cash trade, cattle still managed to push 
higher Wednesday.  Light cash trade was reported as bids were at 
$102 while asking prices were between $107 and $108.  The FCE 
Auction was disappointing today with only 125 head of the 1240 
head offered being sold at $103.25 ($1.75 lower than last week).  
Late week strength came from concerns of short term tight supplies 
and strong exports.    

The feeder cattle market followed the live cattle trade, but managed 
to post larger gains.  Early support spilled over from the fat cattle 
market.  Expectations that placements will be lower the next few 
months helped cattle recover mid-day, due to thoughts that a lot of 
calves have already been moved off pasture and into feedlots due 

to the Northern Plains drought.  Late session pressure came from 
a stronger grain complex.  Feeders pushed higher to close out the 
week due to technical buying.

As of Sept 3, the nation’s Pasture and Range Condition was estimated 
at 47% g/e, 32% fair, and 21% p/vp, unchanged from last week.

For the week, October live cattle was at $107.325 up $2.175 while 
Sept feeders were at $147.875 up $5.15.  
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CANOLA/SUNFLOWER
Canola spent the first half of the week finished near unchanged.  
Canola was hurt by losses in the soy oil market and a higher 
Canadian dollar.  Higher Canadian interest rates have pushed 
the Canadian dollar to a 26 month high vs. the US dollar.  But 
Stats Canada’s report of tight canola stocks trimmed losses: 
canola stocks as of July 31 were listed at 1.35 MMT, down 
35.5% from last year’s 2.09 MMT.

In the latter part of the week, canola closed lower on harvest 
pressure and the continued higher Canadian dollar.  Canola 
losses were limited by tight stocks, which are at a 4-year low.

Thursday’s cash canola bids in Velva were at $17.64 while 
sunflower bids in Fargo were at $17.45.

As of September 3, 68% of ND’s canola was harvested vs 

43% last week and 60% average.  

As of September 3, ND’s sunflower crop had 3% of the 
sunflower crop with bracts turning brown compared to 1% 
last week and 6% last year.  ND’s sunflower crop condition 
was 33% good (unchanged), 44% fair (up 2% from last week), 
and 23% p/vp.

For the week, Nov Wpg Canola was down $7.60 at $489.70 
Canadian.

The crop insurance harvest price for canola is being tracked this month.  
As of Sept. 8, the estimated harvest price is $0.183/lb (the projected price 
in March was $0.175/lb).
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Corn 2016 Corn 2017

% Sold Sold Date % Sold Sold Date
10% $4.08 Dec 5/26/16 15% $3.95 Dec 4/13/17
20% $4.38 Dec 6/15/16 10% $4.05 Dec 6/7/17
20% $3.65 Mar 1/17/17
25% $3.85 Jul 6/7/17
70% 25%

Soybeans 2016 Soybeans 2017
15% $9.28 Nov 3/29/16 10% $10.15 Nov 11/22/16
15% $9.95 Nov 4/20/16
20% $11.38 Nov 6/15/16
25% $10.70 Mar 1/17/17
75% 10%

Wheat 2016 Wheat 2017
10% $5.05 Dec MW 9/23/16 15% $5.65 Sept MW 5/1/17
20% $5.89 Mar MW 1/17/17 10% $6.05 Sept MW 6/7/17
15% $5.65 July MW 5/1/17 10% $6.35 Sept MW 6/14/17
20% $6.05 Sept MW 6/7/17
10% $6.35 Sept MW 6/14/17
75% 35%
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CROP INSURANCE
Official Revenue Protection Harvest Prices:

Crop  Spring Price Harvest Price

Barley  $3.40  $3.08

Wheat, Durum $6.38  $7.63

Wheat, Spring $5.65  $6.76

For Revenue Protection (RP) policies:

Your guarantee is based on the higher of the spring or harvest price.

Your production to count is always multiplied by the harvest price.

Barley:  The harvest price came in lower than the spring price.  In this 
case you may be at or a little above your bushel guarantee and still qualify 
for a loss payment.  We will mail out revenue loss estimators next week to 
all of our insurance customers that had insurable barley acres.

Durum and Spring Wheat:  The harvest price came in higher than the 
spring price.  The higher harvest price will be used to re-calculate your 
guarantee.  You must have a bushel loss to qualify for a claim payment.

Margin Protection Expansion:

Margin Protection is now available for wheat, corn, and soybeans.   A 
95% coverage level and a harvest price option have also been added to 
the product.

Sales closing for Margin Protection is Sept. 30, 2017 for the 2018 
crop year. 

For more information, see our Margin Protection presentations at:          
http://martinsonag.com/crop-insurance.

Projected price tracking for Margin Protection runs from August 15 to 
Sept. 14.  As of Sept. 7, the projected prices are $3.97 for corn, $9.62 for 
soybeans, and $6.28 for wheat.
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Clarification on third party damage and APH rule change:

Third party damage is not covered by your federal crop insurance policy.  
In the past if you had a third party loss, you took the hit on your APH, 
even though crop insurance didn’t pay anything.

RMA recently changed the rules on that.  Now third party damage 
(uninsured unavoidable fires, spray drift, vandalism, etc.) can be left off 
of your APH if the following steps are taken:

1.  Turn in a claim before harvest

2.  The adjuster must inspect the field and determine the number of acres 
damaged before harvest

3.  The 3rd party damaged acres must be harvested separately and you 
must have separate records of that production

If you have any dicamba or other 3rd party damage on any of your fields, 
please let our office know as soon as possible.

@Martinson_Ag

Visit us at Big Iron Sept. 12 - 14

We are in Building K, Booth 42

http://martinsonag.com/crop-insurance
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https://twitter.com/Martinson_Ag?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/MartinsonAg/?hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE&fref=nf

